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·  Go to

www.think.com

or

www.think.com/demo

· You will need a user

name and a password.

· Ask for a guest ID from

beehive_uk@oracle.com

To the teacher

You’ve probably got this handbook because your school

has registered to use think.com. You might be the ICT

co-ordinator who has signed a User Agreement.

Or perhaps you are a teacher wondering what think.com

actually is and how it can help you in your teaching.

It is a software environment for schools that is accessed from the internet.

The best way to start finding out what it does is to connect up and play with it.

There is nothing like experience of something to give you a flavour of what it

will contribute to your classroom.

Experimentation is the stage before this handbook begins. That’s because what

we are trying to do is to look at some of the fundamental tasks and principles the

software supports that will make your teaching experience more engaging.

We hope the various topics below give you ideas. You do not need to read them

in any particular order – look at the sections that apply to you personally.  This

technology is new.  We are a ll finding out about how to use i t in the classroom; its

possibilities are bounded only by the imagination of those using it.  We hope this

handbook stimulates your thinking and enjoyment of using the technology of

the twenty-first century.

introduction
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About think.com

Communication via the Internet and effective interaction with the World Wide

Web present teachers with new and unexpected challenges. What we all want is a

safe environment where we can meet new goals – at all levels and in key subject

disciplines.

Think.com offers just that. It offers a protected environment

freely available on the web to schools, students and

educators. It has been developed and sponsored by

the Oracle Corporation as part of its ‘Promise’ to bridge

the digital divide in education. The company is reacting to

the Government’s initiative to bring industry and education closer together by

providing Primary, Middle and Secondary schools with a new collaborative tool.

The Government has set targets for ICT use in all schools by 2002 through the

National Grid for Learning (NGfL) initiative. A number of studies and Government

projects have indicated the benefits to be gained through the appropriate use of

the Internet in education. Think.com can be used to support such activities as:

discussion with experts in many fields for pupils and staff;

support for learning outcomes planned for pupils’ age and maturity;

social and leisure use in school clubs and at home.

Think.com harnesses the power of  Internet technology, allowing teachers and

students from around the globe to share curriculum projects and ideas. Users

can post up ideas, communicate and collaborate in a closed, and protected,

educational environment.

introduction
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This concept of an online education community may be new to you. It is one

where individuals with a common educational interest use Information and

Communications Technology (ICT) as a tool for communication with each

other and for individual or collaborative work as part of a learning agenda. The

online community as a whole (a school for example) may comprise numerous

smaller communities with narrower and more specific common interests (such

as subject or year groups). Members may be students, teachers or education

professionals.

About this handbook

The handbook is not a step-by-step guide on how to use the software. This

information can be found on Help Files within the system. It considers how to

use the software imaginatively and effectively in ways that may be new to you.

In particular:

where think.com can be effective for teaching key skills;

how it helps pupils participate and freely interact with one another;

why it could be a useful storehouse for work at various stages in the

assessment process.

Many topics in this handbook offer ‘Key Skill development points’ as set out by

the guidance booklets published by the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority.

These key requirements apply, in varying degrees of  sophistication, at unit Levels

1 to 5 in the core subjects of Communication, Application of  Number, Information

Technology, Working with Others, Improving Own Learning and Performance

and Problem Solving. Whilst these requirements are currently focussed on the

post 16 year-old, it is clear that in ICT, the objectives move down to younger

years ver y quickly. These Key Skills already form part of  the activities required

for Key Stages 3 and 4.

introduction

· Key Skill

development points

are highlighted

throughout this

handbook.

Look for the key symbol.
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The margin suggestions will help teachers to focus on the parts of think.com that

can help in the development of these Key Skills and gathering evidence for them.

The thinking tools that aid these skills (explained in detail on page 28) will appear

in bold where the text refers to a particular function.

This Handbook speaks about children and students equally. The tools can be

used across the age groups, and the use of one term or the other does not imply

that the activity described could be used more with one age group than the other.

The text refers to version 1.0 of the system and subsequent versions may vary

in some details. For example, in version 1.0 all users publish their work in a

Newspaper which can have several different pages. In version 2, this web space

will not be called a newspaper any longer. Because of this, we are using the term

Home Page for the personal web space that think.com offers to every school

student on the system.

Similarly, version 2 will offer privileges to a School Manager that are not available

in version 1. We have borne this in mind in writing this handbook.

Although details of system terminology may change, the relevance of the teaching

uses and approaches suggested in this handbook will remain.

introduction

Your focus will also be

drawn to relevant parts

of think.com that relate

to Key Skills.
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Technical information

Remember the speed of access will depend on the type of connection to the

internet your community has. Schools and other educational establishments are

likely to have access to fast connections such as Asynchronous Digital Subscriber

Line (ADSL) and International Standard Digital Network (ISDN) links. Speed of

access will also be determined by the network traffic

(the number of people on the net at the same time),

although on ISDN and ADSL connections this should

not cause any degradation in speed.

A typical home user would be connected

via modem using an ordinary

telephone cable. The connection

speed depends on the speed of the

slowest modem between you and your

Internet Service Provider (ISP).

The software uses ‘session cookies’ (a type

of security token system) which authenticates

users (i.e. knows legitimate users and their levels of access). This means that

anyone logging in has to be a valid member of  a think.com community. Before

you enter the system, you should set your internet browser preferences to ‘accept

cookies’. Don’t worry, this is the default setting on most browsers. If you have

changed the setting, you will continuously be directed back to the login screen.

the electronic challenge
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Think.com brings the power of the Oracle 8i internet platform to the classroom

and the home. One of the greatest benefits is the integration and centralisation

of information. Because the application is centrally managed by Oracle and

accessible v ia a standard web browser, educators need not be bothered with the

complexity of managing an information system.

Individuals have approximately 25MB of personal web space which remains

theirs until they leave school at 18+.

Purpose

Think.com is available and designed for youngsters from Primary School up

through Secondar y School. Its purpose is to offer a secure environment in which

they can communicate with each other. But unlike email it also offers shared

reading and writing areas where pupils can read and write content on subjects

determined by their teachers as well as of their own choosing.

The mix of tools (detailed on page 28) marks out think.com as a significantly

different resource that builds on the school community and reinforces the role

of students as members of that community as well as individuals within it.

Like most activities that are worth doing, getting to grips with implementing

think.com in your school will involve you in looking at a number of dimensions

at the same time. The topics in this, and the next, section will raise some of the

questions you need to consider before you implement the software in your school.

·  If you are not a

registered user, go to

http://think.oracle.co.uk

for registration details.

the electronic challenge
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How ICT can support and extend teaching

ICT activities offer new and interesting ways of

developing skills. As educators, you will be

looking at its benefits as a primary focus.

The world of email and communication is

becoming central to youngsters’ out-of-school

lives as well as to the adult workplace into

which they will be moving. Children have an

entitlement to learn how to use new tools

effectively.

ICT is now seen as core to teaching and learning – over

50% of households with children in them have computers and,

of these, over 40% have internet access. These proportions are significantly

increasing all the time; although there are issues about out-of-school access for

pupils that teachers will need to take into account (more on pages 21–22).

School usage

How ICT is delivered in school, where and when are all determined by the

practicalities of the classroom which, despite new resources, often makes internet

access difficult.

There seem to be four different management models of  school use of  ICT:

one or sometimes two computers as the classroom resource;

the computer suite – sometimes managed by particular subjects or

departments;

the reference library where computers sit alongside books and other

materials for reference;

the electronic challenge
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the electronic challenge

the interactive projector generally

managed by the teacher to present

material during lessons.

Different classroom models are further

discussed in the section on Classroom

Strategies on page 15. Each makes specific

demands on the software that is to be used,

how students will access the computers, and

offers various opportunities too.

Frequency of access

Online communities offer facilities that are different from software tools or

content-rich materials such as CD-ROMs or the internet. To make communities

work, members need to be able to get online frequently to read what has been

written and to send new messages. Once every couple of weeks or so will not

sustain interest. On the contrary, it will frustrate the communities considerably.

So if schools are to be able to use communities online, then access is perhaps the

most important issue to consider. Schools have been most successful at introducing

think.com when they have identified the limitations and opportunities of their

internet provision. It is better to aim for a successful small project rather than a

larger, unsatisfactory one.

You could start a project with just one class, or year group, of pupils who can a ll

hope to access the system at least once a week, rather than make the service

available to all, of whom only a small proportion ever manages to access the

material.
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If you are the ICT co-ordinator setting up the system, think carefully about the

communities you need. It may be best to have an overarching community for

your school, as well as class or year or project communities with pupils belonging

both to speci fic sub-communities as well as to the school overall. It is easier to

publish materials for a wide group of students to access if there is a whole school

community.

Critical questions

Unless you and your colleagues engage with the set of questions below, you are

likely to find think.com frustrating. So it is in your interest to consider the

answers before you start. Each school will have different approaches. You may

find it helpful to browse other parts of this handbook (where suggestions are

given) and return to these questions later.

How many internet-enabled computers are there?

How many students can realistically share resources?

When and what sort of teacher management of this process is required?

When and what sort of teacher management is available?

What are the realistic goals?

How will the use of think.com support or enhance each term’s learning plan?

Can activity on think.com benefit pupils working towards specific
qualifications?

Which class or groups of students would best suit the project?

Which class has project work or activities to be done that best match
online activity?

Does that class already have good computer skills? If so, it might be an
ideal group to pilot think.com. As administrator of the project you will

then be able to concentrate on the project rather than on the of pupils’

skill development.

·  Version 2 will offer a

School Portal and the ICT

co�ordinator will have a

School Manager status.

· For more on

setting up communities,

see page 40.

the electronic challenge
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Finding support

It’s useful to consider why you want to explore an online community. Separate

out your objectives in terms of skills that you want young learners to develop

from the content of the task you want them to explore. For example, if your

purpose is to promote poetry writing by creating a number of poems that you

will share with another school, and then have the audience respond, then focus

on that as the task. The ICT skills students will need for this are subordinate to

the main task.

Communities work best when they have something real to do; such as work to

share, especially if  this is with people in other institutions or environments.

Projects based within the school will work well when each student is being asked

to provide independent information to support a common goal – for example,

parts of a story, or putting forward points of  view for a Debate. Projects to share

and amass data or to share reflection on a common experience work well

between institutions. Groups of students might share measurements of daily

weather characteristics, thoughts about a theatre or dance performance, or data

on their own height or shoe size.

The value of the shared interface to the work is that not

everyone has to be able to do it at the same time – it

does not have the constraints of video-

conferencing for example. But it can have a real

immediacy, with different and new materia ls

being posted at different times directed at a

particular group of interested readers.

the electronic challenge
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the electronic challenge

Classroom strategies

Using think.com from the computer suite

Entering information in think.com has to be done whilst online. This may not be

practical in a computer suite at all times. If the task is to create an extended piece

of  writing, helping the students to write their texts off-l ine in a word-processor, and

then uploading it into think.com achieves better results. This has advantages in

fostering ICT skills – it encourages students to use two different applications at once,

and copy and paste between one and the other. It also encourages them to think about

the writing task separately from the presentation of it on screen.

Other tasks might involve shorter contributions from pupils – adding a sentence to a

Brainstorm question, adding a single point to a Debate, reading a friend’s work and

commenting on it. These writing tasks will be better done online.

In both of these examples, the fact that a whole class or group of students are working at

the same time means that a significant body of data can be produced relatively quickly

and that the task of analysing that data can then begin at the next ICT suite lesson.

Using think.com from the classroom computer

If you are going online from the computer at the back of the classroom, the sequential

nature of the contributions will mean that it takes longer for a class to complete a

particular task. It may be more desirable in this situation that you ask the children to

read what is written before they add their own contribution. This can encourage

students to consider the response of others before they add their own thoughts.

Mixing reading and writing tasks offers a powerful opportunity for students to engage

more thoughtfully with the contributions of others.
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You may want to use either situation to encourage pupil-to-pupil communication.

The use of  coloured Post-it note equivalents – Stickies – to comment on

another child’s work can be very encouraging. It’s good to suggest

rules and guidelines about the sort of comments that are acceptable at

the outset. Young people quickly understand that they are both

readers and writers and that therefore inappropriate comments are

likely to rebound on the writer. Where communication is with

youngsters in different schools there is growing evidence that

talking to a friendly stranger can be very helpful. Year 9 boys have

been known to comment that they were enjoying Shakespeare to

someone who was just a name in a different community, a fact

that amazed and delighted the teachers involved.

Revisiting work once everyone has contributed is a valuable activity to be

completed in the classroom. Students can use the tools provided to summarise

the outcomes – especially of Debates , or Brainstorms. They can also read and

collect evidence of opinions in tabular or descriptive form using the tools to amass

evidence either from within their own community or from a number of others.

Value of cross�fertilisation

There is growing evidence of the value of sharing projects with others. Students

are more motivated to carry out the writing tasks presented. They can see why it

makes sense to write up their ideas and work, so that others out of school or out

of their class can share it. They also become more concerned about the quality

of what they write – they see it as being critically appraised by their peers whose

opinions they care about. The use of Stickies to offer feedback to each other is

motivating because it shows that someone has read what they say and cares

enough to reply.

the electronic challenge
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There is also benefit in projects where a number of schools are contributing data

for all to share. For example, a project could be run to test the hypothesis that

spring comes later to the UK the further north you go. You could set up

Debate or Brainstorm about the sort of data to collect, such as when the

first daffodils appeared, or the first sticky-buds or whatever the agreed

indicators are. Students can share spreadsheets and then post them back to

an agreed area. Different groups post the data, which can be analysed

independently by the participating groups. You

might conclude the project in the

classroom, or on think.com, with a

Debate about the outcomes

of the research. Outcomes of

the Debate can be summarised

by some of the participants and the

conclusions posted in the think.com news

area for others to share too.

This type of collaborative research offers some

opportunity for children to reflect on the similarities

and differences between themselves and pupils in other

schools or other parts of the countr y. As links are forged

between schools, the information exchange can become more personal. This

offers a new dimension and level of interest that is highly motivating, and

because i t is reliant on the written word, it offers a stimulus for pupils’ writing

that can be immensely valuable.

· All areas

· All skills and levels

the electronic challenge
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Access policy

Access to think.com is secure – only institutions which have signed the user

agreement with Oracle Corporation can belong. It is offered widely to schools

and some other related institutions, but security is paramount in ensuring that

the environment is not abused by inappropriate groups or individuals.

Your institution has to take responsibility for the work that your pupils

post. So you would be well-advised to develop an Internet Access Policy.

In fact, the DfEE requires that schools’ ICT development plans for the

NGfL must set out their policy to protect pupils from access to

undesirable materia ls. Most such policies have an Acceptable Use

Statement (for staff  and senior students) and Rules for Responsible

Internet Use (for younger pupils).

It is also vital to ask parents to sign a Permission Form. This makes sure that

parents are aware of the responsibility they have towards their children using

the system appropriately. It also ensures that they are aware that material that is

technically their chi ld’s copyright will be being published on the internet. If you

intend to use photographs of children alongside their names, then you will need

to have signed permission from the chi ld’s parents to do this.

Every user needs a personal code and password to get in (supplied by Oracle).

Once you have received login information for your pupils then you need to

manage this within the school environment. It is all too easy to forget the pass-

word and so it makes sense to have a conversation with the class about choosing

issues for schools

·  If you are not a

registered user, go to

http://think.oracle.co.uk

for registration details.
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a password they will remember. The school manager will always

be able to change any student’s password if  – for any reason –

they need interactive access to the student’s work.

Individual children will need time to access their accounts. If

think.com is a book-marked internet site, then access should not

take long. It may be possible to implement a system such that

pupils can check their email and Stickies before school and

during breaks. It might be valuable to differentiate activity that is about commu-

nication between users, which could be checked for out-of-lesson hours, and

communications that are directly related to the tasks in hand, which form part

of  the work activity.

Time within the curriculum

Using think.com offers an opportunity to develop ICT skills, and for developing

literacy and thinking skills. It is clearly important that these are identified and

shared with colleagues across the school so that familiarity with ICT can make a

contribution in a number of different subject areas.

The ICT skills that think.com addresses are identified in the Schemes of Work

published by QCA both within the ICT document and also within subject

specific Schemes of Work.  Attention is paid to the writing task (especially for

different audiences), evaluating information, and so on. The balance and mixture

of online / offline activity ensures that pupils are encouraged to develop higher-

order skills. Using think.com to satisfy ICT requirements can clearly be justified

in terms of meeting the pupils’ needs.

· For supporting

information go to:

· www.kented.org.uk/

ngfl/policy.html

· www.acitt.org.uk/

aup.html

· www.becta.org.uk/

info� sheets/

parents.html

issues for schools
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The environment helps enhance and develop thinking skills in other subject

areas. In science, for example, a debate could be set up to argue through the pros

and cons of a controversial activity – such as GM foods or genetic testing.

Think.com offers a format for discussion amongst pupils through its Brainstorm,

Conversation and Debate tools that allow pupils to develop and present their

knowledge in a formal way. Identifying suitable opportunities for activities of

this sort depends on viewing the curriculum in terms of the type of discourse

and discussion that pupils need to have to understand a specific way of thinking.

Management of pupils’ work

Think.com is a publishing medium; every community has its own site. This

displays work, focuses activity through time and can act as an archive. Debates ,

Brainstorms and Hotseats can be set up for a limited time, completed and

then summarised for others to read. The final outcome can be archived

in the Gallery. This lack of permanence is both refreshing and

helpful. It is refreshing in that the community can seem new and

changing and therefore worth re-visiting regularly. It also allows

the community owner to collect work over a period of time

(perhaps a year) and identify changes and progression. This

can be very helpful both for assessing children’s progress and

demonstrating to them that they have moved forward during

the year.

As a teacher you will need to find time to interact with the

materials your students are producing. You can send email

communications to groups very quickly. Stickies can be

placed next to their work, which can be very powerful and

issues for schools
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motivating to young people. It takes longer to look at 30 pages, read and com-

ment, than it does to send group email, but there is evidence that the direct link

between the comment and the pupil’s work is especially valuable.

Pupils can post up work in two different ways. They can create a piece of work

as a draft visible only to themselves by choosing the ‘Only Me’ button in their

own Gallery to decide who can see the work. Alternatively, they can save it for

‘Everyone’ so others can read it if  they wish. There will a lso be options for

teacher and pupil to interact on the material before it is available to others.

Students can put together several different portfolios containing pages of their

own materials and ideas from a variety of resources that they create.

It is for this reason that it is advisable to create an overarching community. If

you want students’ work to be displayed for all to see, then the school or commu-

nity should publish a showcase of work on its site.

Home support

One of the clear benefits that think.com offers is that children can see the work

they were doing in school when they are at home. Given that home computer

time is usually much less constrained than in school, this can be a real advantage.

Assignments can be completed at home, or work can be set specifically as

homework to be completed on the system. This removes the need for pupils to

bring in disks from home that may be virus-bearing and avoids infecting the

school system.

· Creating and

managing communities

· Home Page

· Develop information

 in the form of text,

images and numbers.

· Work through action

points to develop tasks

on time.

issues for schools
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This does present some equal opportunity issues for schools. For those who do

not have computers at home or online access, making resources available to them

can be a problem. Time spent online is still an issue for parents, not just because

of the cost of metered phone calls, but also because it can clog up their home

phone line. The new ADSL services may be beyond the pocket of many households.

Think.com may not work in some cybercafé or library environments since it

relies on form-filling to secure password entry and not all venues will permit

that. If think.com is to be a community-wide resource, then the school will

need to address this. For example, it may be possible to make computers

available after school and at break times specifically for those who lack access

at home. As with any homework set for children, the system works best when the

task is clearly defined and does not rely on pupils remembering what the lesson

had been about in order to continue appropriately.

It is also possible for students to post questions to staff from their home access.

Careful thought needs to be given to that and its management implications.

Having 20 questions presented in your in-box from students working at home

may not be an efficient use of teacher time. On the other hand, one of the

benefits of think.com is that the system indicates when a piece of work is

written so, as the teacher, you can monitor those students who are active as

opposed to those who are not.

issues for schools
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C ore ICT skills

Think.com offers a number of different strategies to youngsters for developing

and demonstrating their ICT skills. These are discussed below in terms of the

new Key Skill Qualifications, but as you read these you will note that many of

these new skills relate closely to the Schemes of  Work that have been developed

for Key Stages 2 and 3. What is unusual about think.com is its ability to develop

skills in ICT whilst also challenging ways of writing and thinking.

Children need to develop a range of  skills in ICT, and they also need to relate them to

the communication task and to the subject with which they are working. One of the

conundrums for teachers is to decide when the use of ICT helps to achieve teaching

objectives in a subject or at a phase of development, and when it is less effective or

inappropriate. That said, the National Curriculum has certain ICT requirements that

no one can afford to ignore. At a simple level, all pupils are expected to:

use ICT to answer valid questions appropriate to the subject matter

being taught;

save work, evaluate and improve it using computer technology.

Think.com gives particularly strong encouragement to activities using words. It

has a Toolbox that offers a range of formats for interaction. The tools provide

users with mechanisms and templates for discussion or interaction that will

support and stretch the way they think (see page 28 for further details of the

Toolbox). This can be of  great benefit to the teacher who needs to:

tools for development
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use ICT with a whole class or a group for

introducing or reviewing a topic and ensuring

that all pupils cover the key conceptual

features of the topic;

organise individuals, pairs or groups of

children working with ICT to ensure that

each participant is engaged, that collaborative

effort is balanced, and that the teacher can intervene

if necessary;

make ICT resources available to pupils so they can achieve

subject-related objectives.

Think.com’s underlying architecture relies on one of the most powerful databases

in the world, which gives it a great deal of flexibility in supporting these – and

many other – aims. If students need to understand how databases function, you

could talk to them about what happens to their work on think.com. They will

discover how a database can re-order their individual contributions in a

number of  different ways. At a simple level, they will see how to prioritise their

contributions by arranging their pieces in a chosen order. At more complex

levels they will see how they can interact with the various thinking tools described

below (page 28) and how their votes and choices can make a difference.

Those who are learning HyperText Markup Language (HTML) coding will benefit

from their ICT skills. Students can write HTML code direct into the drop-down

boxes that the system offers. In this way they can change the look of  the website

they have on the system. This will present some users with an interesting

challenge and enables them to create content with more visual sophistication.

· All areas

·  All skills and levels,

especially related to

planning and presenting

information and

assessing own learning

performance

tools for development
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Tasks and evidence

The Key Skill Qualifications for post 16 education students starting in September

2000 are designed to be included in formal records of achievement and contribute

to UCAS points.

Key Skills require students to collect a portfolio of particular evidence that

naturally occurs in their other studies. Think.com is a good tool for demonstrating

the requirements of the Key Skills in IT, Communication, and Application of

Number. It is also a good medium for assembling and presenting Key Skills

evidence for assessment.

The specifications for Key Skills require certain qualities of tasks and evidence.

These terms are listed below together with suggestions how think.com can help

your students meet the requirements.

Complex

Complex subjects and materials present a number of ideas, some of which may

be abstract, very detailed or deal with sensitive issues. Think.com’s various

Discussion Tools  (Brainstorm, Debate, Conversation, Hotseat) supply the

basics, providing powerful tools to help children to debate issues. The youngsters

can feel empowered to add their point of view to the anonymous discussion in a

Brainstorm  whereas in class they might feel more anxious about peer opinion.

Stickies, Email and the List Tool provide tools for classmates to offer feedback

to their peers and for teachers to comment directly on the child’s work.

tools for development
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Evidence

Examples of written material, artwork, photographs, audio/video recordings,

computer print-outs, diagrams and records are all evidence. The Toolbox offers

the opportunity to experiment with a ll these. It is possible for individuals to

upload their own work into a personal Gallery which also provides a chance to

show background thinking. The Gallery can be equated to the old-fashioned

‘rough book’, best work can move straight from the Gallery  to the student’s own

show pages, or Home Page .

Extended documents

Reports, articles and essays of more than three pages to identify lines of reason-

ing and structuring writing count as extended documents. The Toolbox can be

used to support anyone writing long documents which can be posted up from

the Document function.

Straightforward

Content is put across in a direct way with the main points being easily identified.

Think.com’s Article template has a box in which a brief  summary of the article

is written. This encourages the writer to think carefully about the purpose of a

piece of work.

Substantial activity

This applies to a number of related tasks, where the results of one task will affect

the carrying out of the others. Think.com has developed a means of linking

school communities with each other. Explore is a search facility that enables

users to look round other open communities and see if anyone is doing similar

·  Throughout all the

communities

· One� to�one and group

discussion at simple

and complex levels

·  Carry out effective

searches

· Plan how to obtain

and use information

Details of the Key Skills

are at

http://www.qca.org.uk/

keyskills/
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work to their own. Users can Explore Content by searching on

keywords – for example, if another school is doing work on

racism or prejudice, then others can find out what they are

doing, get ideas and interact with them.

Portfolio

A portfolio is a file or folder for collecting and organising

evidence for assessment. The Gal lery is a folder which

holds all work loaded into the student’s web space.

Finished work is ‘published’ from the Gallery to the

Home Page , which acts effectively an assessment

portfolio.

Thinking tools

Most children develop their thinking by participating in classroom discussion.

This helps them to verbalise and to spark ideas off each other. They a lso need the

corresponding language skills to equip them for a world where study, work, and

leisure make new demands on the writing ability of the individual. This requires

an ability to think logically, sequentia lly and to write clearly.

Think.com offers a number of useful ways of developing these requirements in

addition to classroom interaction. The difference between using a software solution

and traditional written work is the ease of collaboration. It supplements class work,

developing new techniques at the same time. All members of the class are encouraged

to participate and it g ives individuals a sense of pride and shared ownership.

tools for development
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In the Toolbox there are buttons that have the functionalities outlined below.

Article

The Article tool is useful for any piece of written work – an essay, a report, a

poem, homework assignments of all kinds, or even teachers’ lesson plans and

announcements. Most people will find it easier to write off-line and then upload

the piece to the Gallery. You can also add HTML coding and upload it in a form

that gives more control of  the look of the piece than the default sett ings. Users

may find it easier to do this using software that can generate HTML coded

output in a graphical interface program which automatically adds the required

coding (remembering to paste the code itself  into the Article textbox). A

cautionary word here; students tend to want to use a variety of fonts or anima-

tion features when they do this, just because you can. It can be helpful to talk

about this and decide when adding features is fun and when it’s just irritating.

Brainstorm

You can initiate a topic and ask the class to add ideas or answer a question. For

example, ‘Do you think school summer holidays are too long? Give reasons.’ Or

‘Should everyone celebrate Black History Month?’ Contributions are anonymous

so everyone can concentrate on the ideas themselves. When you have collected a

variety of ideas, you can then ask the group to vote – i.e. to tick boxes next to the

ideas they agree with. When they have done this, you can set the Brainstorm in

summary mode and the software will automatically give percentages to show

which ideas were the most popular.

tools for development
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Debate

The debating area is more formal. Participants are identified by name (and

picture) and can argue a position. For example, ‘Everyone should be vegetarian.

Discuss.’ The Debate tool allows students to add a statement relating to the

proposition. It can also be set up with five different debating positions – totally

agree and totally disagree being the extremes (the user decides what terms to

use). This can encourage clear thinking and the framework allows students to

contribute both their views and the reasons behind them. When the Debate

finishes, the software counts the positions people have taken to show whether

people supported the original point of v iew. As in the Brainstorm, a further step

is for pupils to draw something meaningful from this automatic function so they

can write a summary based on what the percentages information shows.

Document

Students can post up their own documents to share with others. This is particularly

useful for word-processed documents (essays, or questionnaires, for example),

spreadsheets (for numerical work) and presentation slideshows (for personal

presentation skills). The computer on which these are displayed must have the

correct plug-ins.

Conversation

This could be similar to a Debate, but the aim is to encourage pupils to write

dialogue. It can be helpful if  you suggest that each contributor responds to the

contribution from last person. Suggestions range from, ‘Has anyone seen a good

film lately?’ to ‘I wonder what it’s like being a twin’, or ‘Does anyone actually l ike

doing homework?’

tools for development
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Hotseat

This is the ‘Ask the expert’ zone. Your groups can ask the person in the Hotseat

questions on a specific topic. This could be made into a game, like Mastermind,

so that it becomes both fun and educationally useful. Each student could have a

turn in the Hotseat answering questions about a special interest or hobby. Or

you could ask them to pretend to be a character in history – in which case they

would need to spend some time finding out about that person beforehand.

Alternatively, you might invite a member of staff, a parent, or a local volunteer to

sit in the Hotseat for a limited amount of time. For example, your local police-

man might agree to look at pupils’ questions on road safety or a popular author

might agree to answer questions about writing. You’ll want to be careful whom

you invite as a temporary guest. Make sure they sign the appropriate agreements

and only keep their guest password for a limited amount of time so that you

always know who has access to the system at any one time.

Image, audio and video

The feature handling images and sound or film clips is called Intermedia and is

useful for multimedia. However, users may want to consider storage implications

here. Mixed media occupy a great deal of space so it’s best to try and minimise

file sizes and to use these features sparingly.

 As a  general guideline, depending on file formats and compression

technologies, you could expect that 1 MB = 250 A4 pages of plain text

= 3 colour images

= 3 minutes of sound

= 30 seconds of video

tools for development
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The supported image formats are gifs and jpegs  and the audio files are .wav,

.avi, .ra and mpeg. As not many schools have sound and video recording

studios, there is likely to be a natural restriction on use of audio and video.

Scanners, however, are very common so teachers might consider some awareness-

raising that it’s only really OK to scan in pupils’ own art-work or photographs.

See also page 51 on using material that belongs to other people.

List

This is another useful thinking tool, which the thoughtful teacher can use in a

variety of collaborative ways. It is intended for a list of  URLs, but is more versatile

than that. It can form a quiz function, for example ‘List the Kings and Queens of

England’, or ‘Name ten Italian composers’. It can stimulate shared interests, such

as ‘What are the best computer games?’ or ‘Our favourite websites are …’. Use of

the List can be a shared activity that the group discusses before going onto the

computer. Or it can be part of  a student’s Home Page as a free expression of

personal interests. This encourages participation as well as an ability to engage

with other people’s interests.

Think.com’s thinking tools can be as unlimited as your own imagination. It’s

often just a case of seeing how to harness their power to your own needs. One

useful way of doing this is to see how other people have used them. Once on the

system, you can go to Explore Content and search on Brainstorm, Debate,

Conversation, Hotseat and List and browse the ideas.

tools for development

·  Toolbox

·  All areas of the

requirements for
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problem� solving and

working with others.
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Personal profiling a nd achievement

As with any community, introductions are important.

Children can create their own profiles on their pages

within think.com and while doing so, should be aware

of the potential reader who may see what they have

to say. This is a good opportunity to discuss and

define what others might want to know. It can form

the future basis of  learning how to write a CV.

It’s worth setting t ime aside to allow chi ldren to read

what others have written. They often learn best from each

other, and commenting on someone else’s work allows them to reflect on their

own writing too. Stickies can give an opportunity to practise tact and diplomacy

as well as encouragement and enthusiasm. Imagining themselves in the shoes of

the receiver of that comment is important to successful Sticky use.

There are opportunities within think.com for students to put together pages of

information that might be conclusions drawn from a piece of project work, or

some writing about what they felt about their work. They can use the Gallery to

store portfolios of material they have created, and remind themselves of work that

they have done through the year.

The discussion tools can be useful in wrapping up a project and reflecting on

such questions as:

What did you learn?

What did you like doing best?

What will you do differently next time?

· Home Page

· Article

· Indentify ways to

further improve

performance

· Explore, develop and

exchange information

tools for development
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The tools encourage all the young people to become owners of their own

learning. These sort of reflective tasks do not have to take long and they need not

be completed in the classroom. They can be very valuable as a reminder of how

the project or topic worked when re-visited sometime later.

L earning to organise

There is plenty of opportunity for collaborative activity (details of good working

practice are on page 61). Groups can work together to produce a final piece of

work, which might include text, pictures, graphics and video. Think.com gives

pupils opportunities to plan how their work should look on the screen and to

combine the effects of these different media. Think.com will not actually demand

that children use different media, but it gives them plenty of opportunities to do

so. They can put together work for others to comment on too.

Conducting surveys and questionnaires is sometimes easier online than it is face

to face. Children can create questionnaires as a word-processed document to post

to their pages for others to fill in and send back. Then they can collect and analyse

the data. They can publish their findings and start off debates about them too.

Think.com offers opportunities to discuss and use time management skills. For

example, youngsters will have to plan when a Brainstorm needs to finish to make

sure they have the data in time for the next lesson. Perhaps others need to read

some materials before they enter their comments into the Debate.  Making links to

these materials or providing them for others to read needs to be given some time,

as well. This sort of planning is often difficult to achieve in school. But because this

software puts a time-stamp on a number of processes, it can help focus youngsters

on the steps they need to take in the tasks they are doing. In particular, they can

learn to identify group or individual elements and then publish a bit at a time.

·  Brainstorms

· Debates

· Articles

· Intermedia

· Plan a nd use different

sources to search for

and select information

·  Use support given

by others to help

meet targets
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Multimedia potential

Pictures, sounds and videos come in all formats and sizes. Think.com is very

accommodating to a wide range of graphics and sounds. It is always easy to
produce text as there are templates included within think.com

that will allow you to do so. Children’s work will be much more
satisfactory to them if they are able to include images and

sound files too.

It is an important skill to identify which format is most informative for a
particular purpose. Directions to a venue can be created in map form (rather

than words); or a picture can illustrate a recipe. There is a lot that can be
achieved by encouraging pupils to create images that inform and complement

their writing, not simply illustrate it.

It is of course important that the students remember that they must respect
copyright (see also page 51). Just because they have found a good picture or piece of

music on the web does not mean that they can freely copy it. This can be a good
opportunity for drawing and then scanning in images that they have created, so using

other ICT skills.

As bandwidth and speed of access improve, it will become easier to use full
multimedia potential. For example, if you have a digital video camera you could

film your class carrying out a chemistry experiment, or could keep a video diary,
or video a sports event. Be wary of the amount of space video takes up, though,

and that it can be slow to upload and download.

tools for development
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One school used a live link with the NASA Glenn Research Center Learning

Technologies Project in the USA. They showed video material of a range of
science experiments carried out by pupils

aged 12 to 17 and a NASA expert
commented, ‘Science lessons look like

more fun in the UK than in the USA’.
Neil Armstrong personally praised a

poem by one of the 12 year-olds, which
then went up on the NASA web site.

Multimedia sharing of this sort opens

up an exciting new future.

tools for development
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4. communities online
What is a n online community?

An online or v irtual community is a gathering of people in an online ‘space’ where

they connect, communicate and get to know each other better using the internet.

It works best if there is a ‘leading light’ – someone who wants to make the community

happen – perhaps the person in charge of literacy hour, or the chess club,

or the geography field trips. Consider that to be you. You’ll be

the faci litator, the one whose enthusiasm makes it happen.

You could be a gardener, a conductor, the leader of a jazz group,

or (of  course) a teacher.

Your members might be a subject group, a class, a club, a society

or perhaps a whole year-group. You’ll want to know what they

need; how being online makes a difference; and how it can

enhance your normal teaching practice.

Each community will be what you and your members make of it, everyone in it

has a personal responsibility to make it succeed. And it will if there is a genuine

sense of purpose, ownership and audience with shared aims, goals and interests.

A system like think.com is easy to use on computers connected to the internet –

and ease of use is a prime requisite of any online community. It will work best

where everyone can have trouble-free access. Participants need to feel they can

and want to make the time to use it.

communities online
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The value of think.com in the school context has been outlined on pages 11–14.

Community-building can lead to a rethinking of teaching strategies.

For example:

peer support and collaboration;

an increase in the variety of course delivery;

opportunities to set group assignments;

encouraging peer assessment.

Online communities and virtual workgroups do not always ‘happen’ spontaneously.

They often require care and nurturing: facilitation. That’s a commitment for a

teacher, but it is one well worth making because the motivation and enthusiasm

for joining in can have a significant impact on children’s skills of  self-expression.

Why communities ma tter

Schools are complicated places, and operate at a number of different levels. An

environment such as think.com offers some new mechanisms whereby pupils

can take responsibility for their own activities. Where think.com is readily

accessible, young learners can use it as a tool for organising themselves. They can

use it to set up meetings of groups and clubs, to manage and collect evidence for

the school council, to plan future activities of the Duke of Edinburgh Award

Scheme. All of these tasks are part of what the school community is currently

about, but the added dimension of electronic communication adds powerfully to

the efficiency with which these sub-communities run.

communities online
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In using think.com in this way, youngsters are learning many skills about

communication and ways of influencing others. They can experiment with ways

of writing that will influence, report, inform, or question. The value in the

community context is that all of these activities are real. They are not artificial

exercises designed to teach particular skills, and as such, young people will value

them and be stimulated by them. Teachers have already found that think.com

can motivate children at all levels to produce work that would not have happened

with pen and paper. The comments of others and the ease of editing make the

honing of  the piece of writing both acceptable and worthwhile in children’s eyes.

Think.com also makes group responsibility a tangible phenomenon. Students

have the responsibility for checking their areas regularly, for updating information

and so on. In Citizenship Studies, think.com can be a powerful way of exploring

some of the issues of personal responsibility, rights, freedom of speech and so on.

Community rights

An online community – especially in a school or college – will always need to

have different access rights for individuals within the community. Different

members will also access different communities.

Clearly you want reassurance that you can exercise some sort of control to deal

with trouble-makers. One of the concerns is that students, let loose in an online

environment, will post up personally abusive, pornographic or inflammator y

materials. Most schools have filtering software to help detect the worst offences,

but bullying by email or Stickies  is much harder to spot. It is important to make

clear to all children that they can both write comments and receive them, and

that they should not write upsett ing comments about a classmate’s work.

communities online

See the
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www.think.com/demo

Ask for a guest ID from

beehive_uk@oracle.com
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Except for the Brainstorm (which is anonymous) all other contributions

automatically have their author’s name affixed. So it is easy to spot who is

responsible for inappropriate content.

It’s never easy to monitor such activities – whether in a physical or a virtual

world. But it can be easier to deal with in an online community. This is done by

assigning ‘roles’ or ‘rights’ to individuals determining when, where and whether

they are allowed to post up material and by removing privileges from those who

transgress. In some public online communities there is a moderator; others have

password-protected areas.

Think.com has five levels of rights – Owner, Editor, Reporter, Reader and Guest.

Each of these is explained in the Glossary and the roles range from Owners, who

have power of veto and are ultimately responsible for what happens within the

communities, to Guests , who are not members and can only browse in public areas.

Ownership is vital to the concept of a safe online environment for children. The

school manager has an administrative role and can simply change a trouble-maker’s

password or access rights in order to disable undesirable activity.

Schools may want to consider carefully who should have Owner or Editor status.

It need not be a single individual – indeed shared responsibility is probably best,

and means that someone will be available to act should the occasion arise. One

possibility is for a senior member of staff to share the Owner  ID and password

with trusted personnel and to develop internal policies for using it. Future

versions of the system may allow associative privileges which would obviate

the need to share IDs. See page 49 for further ideas on usage policies.

communities online

·  Throughout all the

communities
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Setting up an online community

Only those with top access levels can actually create (or delete) a think.com

community. If  you are not the Owner or Editor, you may need to negotiate with

a school manager to set up a community with a name of your choice.

Once that is done, the steps it takes to set up a community generally follow this

pattern.

Familiarise yourself with the technology – so that you have at least

mastered the basics and can help others to do the same. Think.com has

some Help Files and you may find it easiest to print them off so you can

use them when you are at the screen.

Identify your community purpose – having a clear focus will help to give

participants what they want.

Decide who in the school can join – who will be a part of the community?

Some communities will be set up when your school registers with think.com;

on other occasions you will be using the Invite Members or Assign

function which lets you bring in people from anywhere on the system.

Consider which of think.com’s interaction tools would serve your

purpose and audience and how to structure the space – make think.com

work for you. See the ideas in this handbook and on the demo site at

www.think.com/demo. Think about how you want to manage your

community – is it optional; is it part of the lesson plan; when will people

access think.com?

How will people introduce themselves in the community – it may be

helpful to provide the  community members with a template or

framework to produce their own profile on their Home Page.

They might do this in a word processor and then transfer the information

communities online

· Home Page

·  Membership of

communities

·  Create opportunities

for others to contribute

when appropriate
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to think.com when they are online. Is it permissible to use photo images

of the children, or are they going to draw a picture of themselves,

scan it in, and then upload it to their space?

Start it off with materials the group can relate to – keep it simple at

the beginning. Have clear tasks that need to be completed by a

specific time. If possible, encourage the children to access

think.com in their own time. This will give them opportunities

to review each other’s work and explore more widely.

Draw in the members and give them tasks. Identify activities that

make them browse the environment with the Explore function.

They could collect data about other schools and communities as

part of a data collection exercise. They could find out how many

people have the same surname as themselves. Activities such as

these encourage exploration and a better knowledge of what the wider

community is about.

Make sure members understand how to behave online – you may need to

produce someguidelines on ‘netiquette’.

Keep up the momentum. Some of the tools readily set t imescales by which

all the contributions must have been made. Using these enables some

things to finish whi lst others are just starting. It keeps the community area

fresh and interesting.

Of all these, the last is probably the most challenging. Community leaders (offline

as well as online) foster member interaction, provide stimulating material for

conversations, keep the space cleaned up and help hold the members accountable

to their own guidelines. You will be the one providing leadership, giving the

community a focus, stimulating group interaction, offering support, team-building,

refereeing, dealing with problems, timekeeping and responding to member feedback.

communities online
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You can a lso divide the main space into smaller sub-communities and help

community members do these things for themselves. It is all too easy for an online

space to get s ide-tracked, disrupted or simply abandoned. You can save yourself

a great deal of aggravation if you are aware of these possibilities at the outset.

Newcomer confusion

When you come into an unfamiliar room for the

first time, you start by looking around to get

your bearings. The same is true in the online

world, and there is an added constraint that not

everyone is happy with electronic interaction.

Generally speaking, school-children will have no

difficulty with the idea of joining an online community.

But teachers may want to reflect on these points:

If you have reluctant users, see if you can discover why – it could be

technical or personal insecurity.

Consider the optimum size of the community – if it is too big you will get

youngsters who hog the limelight and lurkers who do not participate fully.

Establish good initial relationships.

‘Sell’ online discussion by spelling out the benefits. You could see how it

might enhance lesson plans, or what is in it for the students.

Open sub-groups to discuss specific or burning issues if  necessary.

Once newcomers have joined in:

Make sure there is something to read and there is a real reason to engage

with the community.

Ensure all participants know the purpose of each community group.

· First visit

· Help to move

discussion forward
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Ensure familiarity with the online communication system.

Encourage introductory messages, especially if there has

been no prior face-to-face meeting.

Establish clear guidelines within which to work.

Encourage reluctant members to contribute by:

• sending email messages;

• inviting joint contributions;

• commenting on contributions in the Gallery before they are published;

• refocussing discussions if they are losing impetus or wandering aimlessly.

Keeping communities going

It is a challenge to make an online community succeed. One of  the difficulties is

that it is primarily text-based. Think.com does support images, audio and video,

but in reality the word is all-important. This is educationally useful because it

encourages reading, and writing with care and clarity. Students will s tart to make

decisions for themselves about what they want to read or enjoy reading. They

may start to work together collaboratively and find ways in which they can

successfully argue their corner online.

Use text effectively, and encourage your members to use text effectively, to

engage participation and to respond to them. Here are some ideas.

Ask members to create personal profiles – it’s good for writing skills and

good for gett ing to know each other.  Remember that very often the

hardest thing to do is to take that first step; it may be that a little spoon-

feeding is needed initially (for example providing a template or framework

from which to develop their first personal profile).

· Community owners

and editors
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Write articles that will appeal to the group members

– and don’t leave them at the top of  the page for

months at a time. The Edit Paper option allows you

to Order Rows, which is a way of moving topics up

and down the electronic page. Try new topics,

vary them so members can be engaged or

re-engaged. Invite others to write articles,

or to suggest new topics.

Initiate group work – a debate, a discussion, a

never-ending story, a list of favourite ‘somethings’.

Provide relevant news stories about topics of interest, web resources or

quotes. These can be linked directly to web site URLs and so children can

go directly to pages you want them to see. You can present your topic task

list in this way – read this web information, read the article you have pasted

in, and write a report in your area about what you conclude.

Respond to member feedback – children love using the Stickies because

it shows someone is responding to their work. Encourage them to respond

to each other in this way (though as teacher you may wish to protect

yourself from a deluge of notes).

Encourage sub-groups – make new communities and appoint school-

children as monitors to organise them. The monitors might also have

their own community and be encouraged to share their experiences

and identify what does (or does not) work well.

Provide technical assistance and Help Files – new members should have

access to a mentor or guide. Think.com has its own Help Files and you

may want to print them off or amend them with your own additions.

Finally, someone has to do some housekeeping (removing old material)

otherwise the community becomes static and therefore dead – just as it would

in the offline world.
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Closed and open groups

The closed environment offered by think.com is ideal for the classroom.

Because it is a private system, a school manager can administer teacher and

student accounts. Private sub-groups within communities on the system give

privacy and protection to members of those communities.

Think.com lets teachers decide whether community groups are open to anyone

on the system or only to members invited to join. It will be part of  the schools

policy to decide whether their school is – effectively – a private intranet using

the technology that think.com provides, or whether it is a mini-internet – open

to people registered on the system only, not the world at large.

In considering whether to be a closed or open community, weigh up the

attractions and values in adopting both forms at different times. A closed

community means that no one will add comments to work your pupils create.

No one will contribute new ideas either. An open community means that all

think.com users can potentially read articles, and all will view spelling errors or

factual errors. On the other hand, an open community allows others to get

involved too – another school in a different area working on the same topic can

pool resources. If all school communities are closed, then the wider benefits of a

global sense of community are diminished.

communities online
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Home page

Many think.com projects start on the Home Page. Teachers find i t encourages

students to write text about themselves offline in a traditional word-processor
and then cut and paste it into think.com. As a writing activity, this helps students

to focus on what is important for someone else to know. As an ICT skills activity,
it provides a real purpose for cutting and pasting between two applications

running simultaneously.

Children can illustrate what they write about themselves either with
photographs or with drawings. There can be issues about publishing

photographs together with names of children, even though it is a secure
community. Photographs or drawings of places that are important to the chil-

dren can be very informative, and are a good reason for either managing a
digital camera and the images it creates or for scanning in pictures to be used on

the page. Again combining information in this way is an important skill.

Once the information is created, children can choose to display it in a variety of
formats. Their page is divided into rows and students can make choices about

which is the most important information and which less important. They can
also decide to create articles in draft or finished form by choosing whether they

are visible to everyone or only to themselves.

Children who regularly add a new item will find that their pages are read more
often. The page counts can be a great incentive to some children (the software

automatically shows how many people have visited a particular page). Recognising
this, and making sure they are aware of their readership and have an opportunity

publication online
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to put information up regularly, is an important part of maintaining a community.

Stickies  welcoming other new users to the system can be helpful and give

writers an incentive to keep writing. If you are working together with another

school, it is very important to make sure children have thought about the person

receiving the Sticky and what they would like to hear in a message.

Inviting other readers to come to read your personal pages by putting an adver-

tisement for it on your community pages also offers opportunities for discussion

about marketing and how you let people know that there is something there to read.

C ombining resources for assignments

Some communities have used the tools to present assignments to students.

There are a number of tools that can be used in a combination of different

activities to support one project. You can use the List tool to save lists of tasks or

lists of URLs to be searched and read before answering questions, contributing

to a Brainstorm, or  completing an Article (see page 28 for details of each

function).  Setting up a set of tasks in this way focuses the children on a logical

progression of  work, and helps them to see desired outcomes very clearly.

Publishing work for students provides a pressure to use online resources outside

the classroom and every school adopts different ways in which they address the

issue of computer access. This has proved to be a very successful use of

think.com where students complete work begun in class when at home. When

they have completed the assignment, you can choose to post it for all to see and

read, or just comment on the work the individual student has done for their

attention only. This much more closely matches the normal model of classroom

working, but given support there may be more value in other students seeing the

work too and understanding why it is a good example.

publication online
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The common format also removes barriers of age and school. A number of

projects have been set up to support particular activities – theatre visits, or

poetry week or a music and movement session. When complete, the students

have used think.com to write up their thoughts or critique of the event. Children

often dismiss what others say because they are younger than they are, or merely

a girl! Through using think.com,  groups of different ages and academic levels

can share information and experiences, and comment on them safely and openly

in ways that may not be so easily accepted or successful within the classroom.

Editorial standards and social responsibility

Posting an Article online is, in effect, publication, even though it only goes before a

limited community. Think.com lets students hide draft work from general view

by making them private in the Gallery. The personal Gal lery is a bit like a

rough book – indeed think.com’s own language describes it as a

place where you can put all your own ‘stuff ’. It is here that the

student decides who can see the work: ‘Ever yone’ or ‘Only Me’.

The teacher could work on a private piece together with the

student (or on a print-out). When it is ready to be seen by

others, the piece in the Gallery can be marked to be seen

by ‘Everyone’ or can be published to the whole community

or to the student’s Home Page (see page 21).

As teachers, we may be concerned about the levels of editorial

accuracy in a ll work that is placed for public v iew. This is a

tricky issue. When you pin up an essay or poem on the

walls of a classroom, your audiences will not expect

publication standards. They know that this is ongoing

publication online
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work and spelling inaccuracies don’t necessarily spoil a creative piece of work –

they’re even part of  the ingénue charm. Pinning up work is useful because

children take a pride in showing their best efforts to their peers and it gives

them a sense of  self-value. This can often be enhanced in an online environment

because children of any age can make their work look so technically profes-

sional. On the other hand – some pupils confronting public display may be

inhibited and keep refining a piece of work, trying to make it ‘good enough’ or

‘perfect’. Positive feedback is going to be important to some pupils, especially

when it has taken a lot of personal confidence to place something visible to all in

the Gallery.

Each school community will want to consider how think.com’s ‘article’ metaphor

works best for them. It’s still wise to develop a school policy on editoria l stand-

ards, and the extent to which the professional look-and-feel and public front

needs to be defined. After all, thousands of people might see a piece of writing

and some responsibilities go with that. One of the issues about the Gallery is

that the external reader does not know the context in which a piece of work was

developed, nor the individual achievement that might go with it.

Ground rules are important to ensure that school-led communities on think.com

reflect the school’s ethos. Here are a few of the issues each school may want to

consider which may provide safeguards for children and reassurance for their

parents and school governors.

Information presented by teachers should be accurate and well-presented

(encourage all adults within the community to make sure everything they

post up is factually correct, uses the correct spelling and is grammatically

accurate as an example of good practice).

Different policies on literacy are appropriate for each age and key stage level.

publication online
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Teachers need to establish the extent to which children should correct

errors while the work is in the Gallery and before they ‘publish’ it. This

also raises issues for reflection about smothering creativity.

The school needs to decide whether more informal parts of an online

community – such asbrainstorming, debating, emailing and so on should

have different rules about accuracy. It could be argued that more

transitory elements of think.com do not require the high standards

and refining that published work might aspire to.

Safety issues and instructions might need to be reviewed.

Consider how science experiments are written up,

or whether an imaginative recipe has a dangerous

ingredient, or what’s in a ‘how-to-make’ kit. Remember

that a child of any age might happen upon your

community and you have a responsibility to make

sure there’s nothing that could be misinterpreted or

misunderstood.

Libel can damage people’s reputations. This may be more apparent in the

outsideworld, but the same is true (and sometimes more so) within the

microcosm of a school community. Every think.com community needs to

decide how the community leader and moderator will make sure that no

one is getting teased or bullied, or that misinformation or personal

information about any individual is being broadcast. It’s not the same as

whispers in the playground.

Think about prejudice (such as racism, gender, fascism or religion).

Make sure children understand that they can’t use their personal pages for

any kind of hate mail statements.

Putting pupils’ names beside photographs that identify them may be

considered inappropriate. While any risks might be small, because this is a

protected environment, the parents’ perception of risk must also be taken

into account in devising an appropriate policy. Some communities have

· Articles and Intray

·  Make sure spelling,

punctuation and

grammar are a ccurate

so your meaning is clear

·  Present information

from different sources
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decided on children’s drawings of themselves as a solution for this issue. If

that policy is adopted, it should be adopted for all pupils in the school.

Teachers need to agree how the online community will be moderated to

preventchildren posting messages or displaying material that is

inappropriate or disturbing to other readers.

All these – and many similar – issues show the need for exceptional vigilance in an

online community. Someone will want to take editoria l responsibility, which with

an online school-based community will also involve a high element of monitoring.

This can be very difficult with a huge school community in which every child

has a personal area where they are free to post up what they l ike. It points to a

need to make sure children are as aware as you are of the need to act responsibly.

Web copyright

It’s a my th that anything that is freely available is available free. As teachers,

you may want free research and educational materials, but you also have a

responsibility to honour copyright online in the same way as you would on

paper. Posting to an online community is publishing no matter how

small that community is.

Remember that there is no redress in British law if you have taken

anyone’s materia ls for anything other than personal information.

Be aware – in your own work as much as your pupils – that

you may:

copy something from an internet site for individual use only;

print one paper copy from a screen copy;

print a list of URLs for web sites that you want the class to use.

publication online
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You may not:

copy it again for a friend or colleague;

copy it for use in class;

post a copyrighted cartoon, photo, video clip or anything

else on a personal page which is visible to anyone else in a community;

cut and paste any materia l that you didn’t write into your own Article

unless it’s a short quotation.

Some people may well feel that copyright isn’t appropriate to the internet and

that if it is hard to protect then no one can enforce it. But enforcement is not the

issue. At the moment, and for the time being, copyright is all we’ve got to protect

an individual’s work. Copyright is a right whether the work appears on paper, on

screen, on film, over radio waves or just spoken or performed across a room. So

electronic words, music and pictures are protected by copyright as soon as they

are created, and at all stages of being copied on to disks, retrieved from disks or

transmitted from any kind of host computer to any receiving computer.

Make sure students publishing their own web pages understand this. It’s not OK for

them to post Pokemon, or other, cartoon characters on their personal sites. Tell them

not to scan in pictures of football heroes, favourite cars or technical diagrams, post

up tracks of CDs they like, or block-copy in bits of poems or stories. They can always

ask permission from the creators of these things – and most people are happy to

say ‘yes’ to educational use– but if they don’t ask, then actually it is stealing. It is up

to the teacher to explain this to their pupils (and possibly to their colleagues too).

In any case, isn’t it educationally better for children to take the trouble to do

their own drawings – even if  they are creating their own version of a Pokemon

character? At least it will be their own work.

· Intermedia

· Attachments

· Document

·  Presenting combined
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P ublic and private dissemination

One of the options of running communities within think.com is to run the

community as a private one, which can only be seen by its members. This has

some advantages; you do not have to worry about other people interfering with

your materia ls; you can internally decide on publication issues such as ‘Do you

correct spellings?’ for example.

The downside of such a privacy policy is that other people cannot share ideas or

information with you. They do not know that you are creating some interesting

materials for Years 3 and 4 on, say, the Celts. Sharing fa ilures as well as successes

can be very helpful on the internet and think.com is no exception. Some of the

early think.com communities were private for a while and then became public

as their confidence grew. This seems a good model to follow, as it gives both pupils

and teachers a bit of breathing space to get used to the system unobserved.

However, going public is important eventually. If communities always remain

private then the learning that takes place and can be shared amongst all the

communities will be that much less rich and diverse.

A further issue is that of parental involvement. When children are at home accessing

think.com, what can the parents see? It is important to be clear about the role of

parents and to understand if it is acceptable for them to read the information on

the site or not. It can be problematic if  parents believe that they can contribute

to what the child is doing or alternatively email you as teacher about the work

set, or expect information to be sent directly back to you through the system.

·  Setting up

communities

· Home access
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Email and chat etique tte

There is a level of flippancy and informality in email that has become acceptable

discourse; it’s OK to be informal. All the same, people are still people and the

same rules of social awareness apply. If  you wouldn’t say something face-to-face,

don’t do it by email or online chat. It’s ver y easy to feel detached from what you

are keying onto a screen, partly because there is the multiple distancing of

silence, inherent problems of decoding text, lack of communication cues, and

uncertainty about what time lags mean.

Some good practice ‘rules’ for using email and computer conferencing have

developed. Here’s a checklist of the points you might encourage pupils to raise in

a class discussion.

Code of conduct

Read messages twice before sending.

Avoid expressing strong feelings of disagreement in

public forums such as a Debate or Brainstorm (write

to the individual concerned via their private mail box).

Ask permission before forwarding or copying other

people’s messages – they’re not yours.

Avoid sexist or racist language.

Avoid using all upper case letters (looks as if you are SHOUTING).

new screen dynamics
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If the message is very important, controversial or open to

misunderstanding consider a face-to-face discussion instead.

Select the right forum – private mail or conference. If your comment is only

of interest to a limited number of people, send it to the private mail-boxes.

When joining a Conversation, Debate or Brainstorm that has been in

existence for some time, read through all the contributions to date to

avoid asking a question or making a point that has already been made.

Calm down before responding to an offensive message.

Do not assume that all outrageous messages are intended to inflame

opinion (they may be a clumsy attempt at humour or lack of familiarity

with the medium).

Check that you are sending the message to the right person or people.

Making sure messages are read

Describe the content of your message clearly in the ‘Subject’

line and keep that subject in replies to the same conversational

thread. This helps people to prioritise and to find

information again later.

Send short messages that can be clearly understood

on their own.

Make sure the title of your message is relevant to the content

of that message; use strong subject lines.

Make the top of the message count. People will decide whether or not

to read on.

Make sure your message is written in a style that is friendly, appealing and

logical. ‘Who, why, what, where, what’ is a formula that works well.

Use short paragraphs. People are overwhelmed by large pieces of  text.

Short coherent chunks allow readers to breathe between chunks of

thought and also provide relief to the eye.

new screen dynamics
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Children today will learn to develop meaningful email relationships – and writing

skills are paramount in making those relationships work. The written word, used

with care and thought, can convey many nuances. Ambiguities may cause

offence or lack of clarity may mean you have to keep rephrasing what you say.

Tapping into expertise

Electronic communication makes everyone easily available. It’s quite hard to be

ex-directory in the cyberworld. This means experts in various walks of life – the

famous and the not-so famous – are on tap all the time. It’s seductively easy to

send out requests for information – but students should be careful that they

aren’t actually asking an expert to do their homework for them.

When to write to an expert

In geography and history studies, students are often expected to collect case

history material. Sometimes they need to do personal market research. Some-

times email can be a very good way of data gathering. Think.com lets students

email outside the enclosed environment to a trusted person who can then reply

to the chi ld’s mailbox on think.com.

Here are some suggestions to put to your pupils.

One way of  tapping into expertise is by inviting an Expert to sit in the

think.com Hotseat . This might be a staff member who is already part of

your community. Or it could be someone you invite in from another

community.

When you use the Explore  Content function, you might find someone

who is running a module like your own, or a student who has just done

one. You can invite them in for an open Question and Answer session – in

real time (which is difficult to synchronise) or seria lly.

new screen dynamics
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Take it s lowly. If  you want to approach someone who is known in a

particular field in order to do personal and original research, remember

that they are probably very busy people. Just introduce yourself  and ask

one simple question. If you get a friendly reply, you might feel confident

enough to ask another one.

Advantages

The email interview gives your subject time to think, so the chances are that they

will express what they really want to say more carefully. What’s good about the

email approach is that it’s not intrusive; the interviewer can ask questions at any

hour of the day without bothering anyone.

Techniques

Ask your groups to consider these techniques:

Online interviewing is exactly like traditional interviewing. The first email

should be exploratory: introduce yourself, say what your course is about

and explain why you would like to make a personal approach.

Use the same formality register as you would in any other circumstance;

email doesn’t give you a licence to be casual.

Do not contact a subject by email and begin firing questions at them

press-conference style – it’s the online equivalent of kicking down the door.

State your intentions, and ask for permission to do the interview first –

then follow up with a few questions, not too many.

Think about what you will do with the information that you get; only ask

those questions that are really relevant to your assignment (too much

information can be just as frustrating as too little).

Be sure to send a thank-you email; tell the subject what you did with the

information and how it helped you.
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Conferencing

Computer conferencing is a way of exchanging information and ideas with

groups of individuals through electronic means. Computer

conferencing is most commonly text-based; with think.com,

you can also add in audio or video clips. It will happen

spontaneously when you link a whole class within think.com. The

options in the Toolbox  enable conferencing activities paralleled on

the internet generally with listservs, email groups, video-

conferencing and chat-rooms. Think.com – because it is a closed

and safe environment – is slightly different, but many of the

general principles about computer conferencing apply.

Benefits of computer conferencing

Computer conferencing enables groups of people who are in diverse geographical

locations to ‘meet’ and feel they belong to a community sharing the same interests.

They can be as varied as groups of football fans or doll collectors. Groups of

pupils may work together within a small computer conferencing group.

Electronic conferencing is a leveller because people have names, but there are no

immediate clues as to their status, race and, sometimes, gender. Think.com has

the edge over other forms of  conferencing because students can’t masquerade as

someone else.

Discussions are ‘asynchronous’: you write one time, read later, and then answer at

leisure. An advantage is that you can reflect before you respond; whereas in the

classroom it is usually necessary to react immediately. Electronic conferences can

become a richer experience because students have had time to discuss the issues

beforehand and teachers are more aware of the position different students might adopt.

new screen dynamics
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As computer conferencing allows people to ‘talk’ to each other from remote

locations at different times, it provides many potential benefits to teachers and

learners. However, given the newness of  the medium and its ambiguity (in that

people are ‘alone’ when ‘talking’ to others) computer conferencing may cause

some problems. Computer conferencing can:

enable students to collaborate with peers;

facilitate easy transfer of information;

clarify and supplement the content of lessons, lectures, seminars and tutorials;

engage students in debate outside of normal contact time;

lead to the development of new communities.

On the internet, all conference messages are public – it is like putting a notice up

on a board for everyone to read. Tell students to use email if their reply is private.

This will ensure it only goes into the mailbox of the person you want to read it.

Always checking the ‘To’ line before you send can avoid unnecessary embarrassment.

Distance learning

There are differences between other forms of teaching/tutoring and computer

conferencing. Sometimes, given distance, access or other constraints, using ICT

tools is the only practical solution. Perhaps this is one of  the reasons some

people view learning or communicating at a distance as second best, whereas in

practice there are times when ICT is the ideal tool to use.

For example, in face to face conferences

The audience is present in ‘real time’.

Facial and audio cues are possible.

People can interrupt a speaker.

Several small group conversations can take place.

new screen dynamics

·  Debate

·  Hotseat

· Listen and

respond sensitively,

acknowledging gender

and cultural freedom and

empathising with how

others may be feeling
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The group leader can change tack according to audience signals.

The group leader can mediate when problems occur.

Questions can change the direction of the discussion.

Hesitant contributors can be encouraged to join the discussion.

Time restraints determine an end point to the discussion.

In electronic conferences

People in diverse geographical locations are able to ‘meet’.

Unless members of the conference know each other beforehand,

there are no immediate clues about who they are.

Communication does not require everyone to be connected at the same time

Writing a contribution to a discussion is likely to improve thinking and

writing ability and provide a written record.

It avoids the task of  noting down enough key points of a classroom

discussion or group debate to remember it afterwards.

Making an electronic conference work

The reason for having an online forum needs to be thought about beforehand.

It is often useful to build in a classroom debate about computer

conferencing in think.com before the students participate.

Give some guidelines in advance.

Consider how electronic tools can support a lesson plan, your teaching, or

for both.

Contributions on think.com may or may not be assessed, so you’ll want to

work out how the assessment would work.

Look at the positives of computer conferencing between students working

together in the same class and how it can provide an effective learning

experience.

new screen dynamics

· Brainstorm

· Conversation

· Debate

·  Speak (or write)

clearly in a way that

suits the situation
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It’s beneficial to invite people from outside the immediate school

environment (for example an expert, a parent, or children from other

schools) but you’ll need to ask them first.

Don’t s tart something unless you are prepared to moderate it.

Collaboration using electronic files

Communication skills place a great deal of emphasis on students collaborating

on a project, whether in spoken or written work. Think.com allows for a great

deal of  interactivity, but also supports written collaborative assessment work that

is done off-line and then uploaded. Collaboration issues apply in particular to

higher-level work prepared for the think.com Gallery by more mature students.

When the work is electronic, it is hard for the student to see what a friend or a

teacher has done to alter it. In the days of paper, students could just respond to

scribbled margin notes and ignore them if  they didn’t agree. Now teachers will

need to invent their own codes of practice because the paper paradigms do not

apply. It is tedious to read two versions of  an electronic file line for line against

one another.

Here are a few ideas:

General

Decide at the beginning what software you will use and agree on how

pupils in a group and their teachers will handle revisions.

Decide every time the fi le changes hands who has the ‘live master’ copy

and try to ensure that only one child is working on the current master

version at any given time. If it is a large project with several ‘live’ files,

make sure one person co-ordinates them all before the presentation

version is ready for assessment.

new screen dynamics
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Agree on a House Style (depending on the age of the students). This might

involve talking about capitalisation style, punctuation, grammar and

spelling, references, clarity and sense.

Word processor files

Either

Agree on and use different screen text colours or highlighter markings for

each person who is working on a multi-authored file. As well as showing

the student group who has said what, this can be useful for an assessor to

see which students are contributing and pulling their weight, and who is not.

Teachers could write comments and queries using ane annotations

function;

Or

Use a footnote function as an insertion point for a comment – this is

better for printouts.

Use a changes tracking facility to view all changes.

If  taking emailed text into a word processor, remember to remove hard

carriage returns.

Remember to keep the previous versions. This can be an informative way

to reflect on the development of  the task. It also gives evidence of the work

that has been done.

Plain Text

Contain comments or edited text within personal delimiters such as ###

or [ ] or << >> so the next person can search for changes.

If  children are collaborating by the Intray, suggest they should return the

original and interrupt it with a double carriage return every time they are

suggesting a change –so it is easy to see.

· Article

· Document

· Email attachment files

·  Use appropriate

layouts

· Act responsibly when

taking part in

discussions

new screen dynamics
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It’s also easy to include HTML and JavaScript coding in any contribution. Pupils

will enjoy the challenge of making their contributions look different to the

default settings.

Try to anticipate areas of misunderstanding in the use of  electronic fi les before

they happen. It will make group projects much easier to do. Encourage the students

to reflect on how they are using the ICT tools to produce collaborative work.

Writing for screen reading

Most online communities operate primarily through the written word – even in

chat rooms. It’s always paperless communication and most pupils are quite

familiar with that. You need a different way of  thinking about the writing itself;

which may not be the way in which we have learnt or taught in the past.

Informal notes are always sent from one person to one or more

other people; and all the normal ‘rules’ of behaviour apply.

Where users only have the written word to convey every

nuance of what they want to say, they need to think more

carefully about it, where ambiguities may cause offence (see

page 54). It is not the same as speaking to someone face-to-

face, where a smile may take away the ‘sting’ of what is being

said, or body language may modify responses.

The following guidelines may be helpful.

Readability

Statistics show that the average person spends 8 hours a week reading books or

newspapers, as opposed to 27 hours watching TV.  Reading from screens has so

new screen dynamics
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far proved to be less efficient than paper. Ask your classes to listen to the words

used on radio or television; write them down if possible. Look at the text and

consider the sentence structures used. You could use that as a model and then

encourage learners to use even simpler and clearer language when they write.

Of course, there will be occasions when you want to write ‘normally’ and assume

your audience will print out and read from paper. As the teacher you may want

to experiment with this, and ask pupils to consider how they read from screen,

why they want to download some documents, whether there are any advantages

in screen reading and what disadvantages there are to learning off screen. In

most online communities, the chances are people will expect to read from the

screen. At present screen resolutions, 10 words is a good reading line length.

More than that, often results in readers losing their way. It is worth reinforcing

this for other web work that students may do outside think.com.

Tadpole or pyramid structure

Give your reader the main points at the top of the page (people are reluctant to

scroll). Let details and complexity unfold lower down the page. Encourage

students to use this technique too, it will help them in paper-based written work

as well as online.

Be concise: The overall length of a radio or television piece is about a third of a

print article; a web page should be even shorter. Cut every word that doesn’t

contribute. A good web-page length is under 500 words – it is better to divide

anything longer than that into sub-topics.

Write short paragraphs: Paragraph breaks refresh the eye: between two and five

sentences is enough.

· Formal: Articles

(projects, reports)

· Informal notes:

Stickies, Emails,

Brainstorms,

Conversations,

Debates, Hotseats

· Write different types

of document

new screen dynamics
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Write simple sentences: Ideas are easier to digest in a simple subject-verb-object

progression. Make sub-clauses into separate sentences. Use one idea per sentence

and keep sentences under 17 words (the average for print).

Use the present or present perfect tense: The web is here

and now. Keep passives away.

Spell-check everything: People can be very cavalier

about online spelling. It matters in print and it

matters online. Good spelling is not an issue of

correctness, but of  consideration for the reader. It’s

best not to confuse or annoy readers: they won’t

attend to your message if you do. We should be setting

an example of good practice.

Use graphics sparingly: Bullet points or graphic e le-

ments help pick out key words. But animations are

irritating. Studies show that the message is lost when

television images fail to reinforce spoken words. The

same is true of  the web.

new screen dynamics
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where next?

There has been a great loss of freedom for children in the last 20 years or so. They

are taken everywhere by parents; they have little opportunity for imaginative

den-building in the woods behind the house

or raft-making on the local brook. There

are so many parts of their lives where

they are expected to achieve and to

demonstrate skills publicly.

The great advantage of think.com is that

it offers an opportunity both to stretch

their imaginations and engage with

people they might never meet on tasks

both formal and informal. It offers a safe space,

but a potentially challenging one, in which the communication task is paramount.

What’s motivating about it is that their active participation is rewarded by neat-

looking electronic pages, easily available when they want them – all through school

if they wish to keep them. Children learn by doing, not by passive listening.

Think.com makes it fun to write – to be active.

There is no doubt that ICT is here to stay. It is a cultural, business and educational

revolution that has changed lives in a very short space of time (far more quickly than

say the wireless or television). As teachers, we have a choice, to become pro-active

in the use of ICT in the classroom, or to wait until we are told what to do next.
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where next?

Think.com is a tool for classroom use. It will support lesson plans or can act as a

motivator for students to work towards annual targets (be they SATs, GCSEs, or

other goals).  As more schools use it, examples of best practice will grow.

Look at what you want to achieve this term; there may be ways in which

think.com can be introduced as a tool to support and enhance what you want to

do. There are probably pupils in your class who might be encouraged to do just a

little more if there is something new and different to use.

This handbook has tried to give you a few ideas about think.com and online

education communities and share with you some teachers’ experiences. It is a

tool that you can use as well as (not instead of) other education materia ls to help

you and your pupils achieve that little bit extra. As with most educational

resources, there are not right and wrong ways of using it, and this handbook has

attempted to help you plan its effective use by sharing some of the issues that it

will raise in your school community.

Think.com affords all schools opportunities of interacting with powerful

software and through its use, with others. Ten years ago, opening your classroom

door, working as a team and sharing experiences with other school colleagues

was seen as breaking new ground.  Now tools exist to enable us to share

experiences immediately with a wide array of communities not just in the UK

but across the world too.  It is a world that children are embracing, perhaps more

rapidly than adults.  We need to be enablers of their broadening experience and

share their collaborative learning and creativity.
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Postscript

Think.com was first launched in 1999 with a commitment to provide an email

address and web-based learning facilities for 10,000 UK schoolchildren between

the ages of 9 and 14. Now it is a feature-rich online learning environment

available, free, to all UK schoolchildren between the ages of 5 and 18, and their

teachers.

Think.com is the brainchild of Larry Ellison, Oracle Corporation’s Chairman and

CEO. It was initiated in a letter that he sent to the Prime Minister, Tony Blair, in

outlining a $10 million investment that Oracle would provide to help UK school-

children to learn using internet technology.

The project has come a long way since then. Oracle hopes that schools across the

country will now adopt think.com.

If your school is not registered, please contact think_uk@oracle.com

or look at the registration details at http://think.oracle.co.uk.

postscript
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GLOSSARY
Article:
Any piece of w ritten work – an essay, a report, a p oem, homework,
teachers’ lesson plans and announcements. Can be w ritten offline if

preferred and uploaded to the system.

ADSL:
Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line -
a standard that provides a fast Internet link.

Attachment:
A file included within an email message.

Audio file:
A sound file in a number of different formats that can be added to
articles.  Think.com supports a variety of audio formats.

Brainstorm:
Think.com Brainstorms can be used to initiate a topic or ask a

question to which other users can add comment and ideas.

Communities:
Think.com has a number of communities. They can be set up within
schools, across schools, in classes, as clubs, or on specific topics. They

can be private or public.

Most communities are public. This means that all published content

and members are visible to everyone who has an account on
think.com.

Communities can be made private so that the contents and members
of a private community are only vi sible to membersof that community.

Through the Index page other users will know that a community exists
and this allows them to leavestickies on the Index page requesting

more information.

Computer Conferencing:
A way of exchanging information and ideas with groups of individuals

through the use of information and communications technology.

Conversation:
The aim of the think.com Conversation  tool is to encourage pupils to
write dialogue. The conversation can allow each contributor to

respond to previous contributions.

Cybercafé:
A coffee shop that includes computer hardware and software to
provide access to the internet. Not all cybercafé computers allow

access to think.com.

Debate:
The think.com Debate is quite formal. Participants are identified by
name (and picture) and can argue a position. The Debate tool

requires that students add a statement giving their response to a given
proposition.

Editor: see Roles

Email:
Thi nk.com e mail options include: Folder View, Message View, Message
Compose (with content and attachment), Address Book, Contact and

List. Emails can be sent to people outside the community and outside
think.com, but students can only receive emails from outside

think.com if the outside user is in the students address book or if the
outside user is replying to an email sent by the student.

Gallery:
The thi nk.com personal Gallery is a bit like a ‘rough b ook’ – it is a place

where users can put all their own work before it is made public.

Help:
The help function provides supporting information that is usually
context sensitive, further explaining the topic or tools being used.

glossary
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Home:
In version 1, the entry poi nt is the Personal Home and gives access to

all tools and to the Newspaper which is the portfolio of published work.

In version 2, the start-up screen displays a Home Portal. This is a

personal web space, which stays with the pupil until they leave school
at 18. Pupils can also choose to access the system through a School

Portal, which contains information based upon the school and classes
they attend. An additional Community Portal includes information

about other communities they belong to outside school (e.g. clubs and
interest groups that are not directly related to schoolwork). Finally, the

World Portal provides a search mechanism allowing users to find
published content, communities and people throughout the system

(except where owners have made closed communities with access
limited to members only).

Hotseat:
Thi s is the think.com ‘ask the expert’ z one. Community m emb ers can

ask the person in the Hotseat questions on a specific topic over a
specified period of time.

HTML:
HyperText Markup Language – the code that tags elements such as

text, links, graphics so that browser software will know how to display a
document.

Image:
Users can uplo ad image files into thi nk.com which can be publi shed

on their own site or on community sites. An uploaded image can also
be used to represent them on the system and may be a photograph of

the user or something else that depicts the individual, such as a
cartoon or self-portrait (as long as it does not violate acceptable use

policies) and wil l be viewed alongside the user’s name.

Portals: see  Home

ISDN:
Integrated Services Digital Network: an international standard for

digital communication over telephone lines, which allows transmission
of data (removing the need for a modem).

ISP:
Internet Service Provider – a company that sells or offers access to the

internet.

List:
A think.com tool where users can write lists on themes, this may be on
subjects of educational or personal interest.

Log in:
Connecting to a computer network – each think.com user logs in using

the combination of their unique user name and password.

Log out:
Quitting the system – users should log out to protect their own
think.com site and to help prevent inappropriate use of think.com.

Mailbox:
The location on the computer where a n individual’s emai l is stored.

Memberships: see Roles

Newspaper:
The area where work is published (version 1 only).

Owner: see Roles

Path:
think.com displays the path for the user to give an indicator of where

he/she is and provides a means of navigating back up the hierarchy
(either by community or function).

Privileges: see Roles

Popular Items:
The think.com popular items box contains the most popular items that
have been created in the communities to which the user belongs.

Private: see Communities

glossary
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Public: see Communities

Publishing:
On thi nk.com version 1 when creating the Newspaper, u sers h ave to

select items from their personal Gallery to publish on the Newspaper.

Recent Documents:
Thi nk.com’s I ndex displays t he most recently created/m odified items
in the user’s Gallery. T his feature allows a user to keep an eye on what’s

going on in their communities.

Reporter:  see  Roles

Roles:
The different think.com roles, which come with different privileges

include Owner, Editor, Reporter, Reader, Guest (or Vi sitor) and School
Manager (in version 2). Each think.com role comes with different

privileges, ie what the individual is able to do, for example, writing
articles, editing material or deleting material.

On think.com the community Owner can do whatever he/she wants in

terms of creating, editing, deleting or publishing content and stickies.
The owner can invite members, create and delete sub-communities

and ultimately d elete a community. A think.c om Editor has the same
privileges as the owner of a community except they cannot delete the

community. A think.c om Reporter has pr ivi leges on the content that
he/she created (e.g. viewing, editing, publishing and deleting).

A Reader may v iew, but has no other privi leges and cannot contribute
or communicate directly with the c ommunity.

Search:
Within think.com the search capability is used to seek content,

communities and people.  When a think.com user performs a search,
the results will only contain those objects that the user has

privilege to see.

glossary

Smiley face icon:
Smiley faces appear at the bottom of the think.com screen and

indicate other users from any community that are logged onto the
system at the same time.  Clicking on the smiley face icon takes the

user to that person’s h ome page.

Stickies:
Thi nk.com’s electronic ‘post-i ts’. Users can leave stickies o n other
people’s pages.

Sub-community:
think.com sub-communities are smaller communities within a

community; they may be public or private.

Teacher Tools:
In version 2 think.com has a number of tools limited to use by the
teacher. These i nclude: Inappropr iate Content, I mage Rev iew, Content

Review, Address B ook Review, Assignments, Bulletins, Projects, Create
a Class and Create a Club.

Toolbox:
The Toolbox di splays a menu of t he types of documents and files the

user may create.

Users:
There are several types of users in think.com.  Each type of user has
specific roles, privileges and restrictions that contribute to how the

user is represented in the system and what the user can do – see  Roles.

User Accounts:
All think.com user accounts represent real-life users that have been
identi fied by an authenticating community. T he authenti cating

community starts the process by registering with Oracle, who will then
issue usernames and passwords for teachers and pupils. Each user

name is unique; users can choose their own passwords.


